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Introduction
One of the research directions of
the TClouds project is to show
how to combine several clouds to
build trusted cloud services using
resources from a diverse set of
commodity public clouds, implementing a cloud-of-clouds able to
tolerate faults and intrusions on
up to a certain number of providers. The rationale of the approach is that by exploiting replication

in

diverse

and

non-

correlated infrastructures such as
the ones provided by different
commodity cloud providers one
can avoid any Internet-scale single point of failure.
There are several challenges that
need to be addressed to make
this approach work. More precisely, it requires replication
mechanisms that (1) can tolerate
a large spectrum of faults and

Figure 1: Cloud-of-Clouds storage architecture

The Depsky cloud-of-clouds ob-

ticipation of the full set of em-

ject storage service uses object

ployed clouds, but only of a sub-

storage services from diverse
cloud providers (e.g., Amazon
S3, Rackspace Files) to build a

set of them (a quorum [1]), on
any step of the protocol execution;

dependable object storage service. The figure above illustrates
the basic idea behind DepSky.

(3) The protocols are completely
client-based, in the sense that no

Key Techniques

security threats, (2) can cope
with Internet communication unpredictability to effective make

The core of the solution is a set

multi-cloud systems run
smoothly, (3) are compatible with

lication [2] requiring 3f+1 clouds
to tolerate up to f unavailable/

most public clouds available with-

compromised clouds. This protocol addresses the mentioned requirements in the following way:

out changing their infrastructures
or require their cooperation, and
(4) minimize the replication resource overhead to make the solution economically viable for
practical applications. These challenges cannot be completely ad-

of read/write protocols based on
the use of Byzantine quorum rep-

(1) The system tolerates arbitrary
(a.k.a. Byzantine) faults in order
to cope with all possible behavior
of a fraction of providers;

dressed by state of the art replication protocols and thus new

(2) The replication protocol oper-

techniques must be devised.

which messages can be lost and

ates on an unreliable network in
delayed and do not require par-

specific code is required in the
cloud. DepSky assume the clouds
provide

storage

service

with

standard (RESTful) operations for
managing objects and containers
(put, get, list, etc.). Moreover,
the set of storage clouds do not
interact among themselves, but
only with the clients;
(4) The storage protocol provided by DepSky employs RAIDlike techniques such as erasure
codes [2] to store only a fraction
of the data on each cloud, making the solution cheaper than
what would be expected for a full
replication scenario (cost less
than N times as much as single
cloud storage, where N is the
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number of clouds in which the
data is replicated).
DepSky employs a cryptographic

secret sharing scheme [3] to en-

data is fetched from the faster
cloud) whereas the write protocol
latency is close to the time of
writing to the slowest cloud.

sure that no single cloud can obtain any information about the

DepSky is freely available on the
Internet as a Java programming

stored data. The idea is to make

library, and its current version

the information stored readable

can be used to build cloud-of-

only if the object is read from
more than f clouds, protecting

clouds storage services based on
Amazon S3, Google Storage,

thus the stored data against leaking to one provider or a minoritycollusion of the providers.

Rackspace Files and Windows
Azure Blob Storage. Moreover, a
distributed file system based on

The big difference between Dep-

DepSky technology is being developed as well.

Sky and some services that pro-
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